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Abstract 
The increasing specialization of the professions of the structural engineer and the architect over the past 
decades has progressed alongside a differentiation of professional tools, workflows and values. Yet, 
collaborative design work remains a key aspect in projects that address not only technical efficiency but 
also human experience. Cross-disciplinary collaboration requires not only consciousness of professional 
values motivating contributions from either structural engineering or architecture, but also a language 
that allows exchanges across disciplinary boundaries. Without these, an engineer’s focus on safety may 
be misunderstood as narrow-mindedness and an architect’s focus on conceptual coherence may be 
misunderstood as ignorance [1]. This paper discusses the design process of a short-span pedestrian 
bridge among a team of architecture students, with consultant advice from civil engineering students as 
well as from external structural engineering practitioners. The account reflects the experience of the 
design team members involved in the design process. 

Based on the structural type of the truss, the bridge is developed through an explicit negotiation of 
architectural and engineering considerations. This process is documented to illustrate the range of 
considerations required in the design team, and to provide a differentiated counterpoint to stereotypes 
of disciplinary contributions to cross-disciplinary designing, identifying how key values are negotiated 
to guide the design process [2]. The bridge project illustrates a workflow driven by the analysis of case 
studies as well as the reinterpretation of standard structural types, where ideals of structural engineering 
art are complemented with architectural design values. Resulting bridge proposals are critically reviewed 
in detail, showing how structural minimalism does not always provide the most preferable overall 
solution. 

The concluding part of the paper discusses the educational background of the design project in relation 
to previous work in the field which has recommended teaching a cross-over of skills such as case study 
research, sketching for idea development and simplified structural assessment [3]. In establishing cross-
disciplinary design practice, the project sets an example for its context (China), where architecture and 
structural engineering still have little to no interaction during the design process. 
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